
What follows is a hastily worked up asking price along with other conditions of the OLLIE sale*
4k for inventory and piercing tool
18k for a no compete clause (3 yr)
25k do (5 yr)
upfront cost 22k or 29k, your choice with the olliebox.com website thrown in
I would retain enough parts to build five boxes
$75 per box intellectual property charge (switch pcb assembly with programmed micro)
at the end of the no compete period the new owner has access to all the IP.

100 box analysis:
$200 a box (includes IP and parts) → 20k – 2k (inventory) → 18k
400 → 600 hours assembly time

  current selling price $850 → 85k
net on first 100 boxes → 38k (5 yr no compete) 45k (3 yr no compete)**
net on first 200 boxes → 103k                            110k

The segue:
The five box reserve is for repair work and maintaining a lot of my creations that are not

“OLLIES” 
This is stuff that the new owner would  probably not want to do while getting his feet 

wet.
Also there are may be some “special” customers that would rather deal with me in 

maintaining the aforementioned creations.
Sales:

As of today (Nov. 20, 2013)  I have produced 20 OLLIES and have invoiced two more 
for a projected output of 24 boxes. The two preceding years 32 were produced.

The last three years were spent trying not to produce product as I tried to operate 
without restocking my inventory and prepossessing the plates and trumpet 
mounts. This was done by raising the price. 

After biting the bullet and still feeling overwhelmed, the price was raised again this year.
* There was a serious suitor who asked for a price and I worked out the above terms on a napkin over 
half a cup of coffee. This suitor declined to post his counter offers.
** On the three year deal the buyer would have to produce 32 → 34 boxes to break even. 
These terms were denounced and bitterly rejected. The offer was withdrawn and I decided to publish 
my thoughts. 
Look for the above terms to be reworked.


